DISASTER RELIEF AUSTRALIA
Disaster Relief Australia is a
veteran led disaster relief
organisation. We use the unique skills
and experience of military veterans
and emergency services specialists;
our members, to respond to natural
disasters both in Australia and
around the world.

Our mission is to unite the skills and experience of military veterans
with emergency service specialists to rapidly deploy disaster relief
teams in Australia and around the world in the wake of natural disasters.

WHAT WE DO
We bring help and hope to
communities devastated by
natural disasters. In short, we
help people on their worst days.
SENSE OF PURPOSE
We offer a unique opportunity
to be part of humanitarian
efforts with a mission, team
and intensity similar to
military service.

OUR CAPABILITIES
By combining modern military
technology and experience with
emergency services best practice,
DRA operates at the cutting edge of
disaster relief.
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93% of DRA’s members are
military and/or emergency
services veterans.
Regardless of your background,
if you are willing to serve
communities devestated by
natural disasters, join us.

DRT NT COMING SOON

WHERE ARE OUR MEMBERS?

With over 2,500 members and 7 fully operational Disaster Relief
Teams (DRTs) in Townsville, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide,
Canberra and Perth, DRA represents a significant capability.
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DRA’s plan is to grow from 7 to 12 DRTs nationally by 2024.
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JOIN TODAY

Service in Disaster Relief Australia is not easy. You will dig deep
and work hard and you will be challenged to give your all without ever
seeking personal recognition or reward. Yet those who take up the
challenge ind a purpose like no other.
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IS THIS YOU? ARE YOU BUILT TO SERVE?
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MEMBER BENEFITS
Operational Deployments: Deploy on disaster relief operations both in Australia and
around the world in the wake of natural disasters. If you excel in the service of others you are built to serve and should join our tribe! You will see for yourself the difference
we make to communities and to each other.
Service Projects: DRA members often propose short term projects to address a
community need. These projects range from helping war widows to assisting entire
communities. See a problem - see a solution.
Training: DRA provides a broad range of general and specialist training. From UAV
and imagery analysis to Incident Command Systems and Volunteer Management.
Our training opportunities are near constant and ever evolving to keep us at the
cutting edge.
Professional Development: DRA genuinely recognises the existing skills
and experience of military veterans and first responders. You will never be
asked to jump though unnecessary hoops to deploy. But we also offer
pathways for professional development. Whether you are an experienced
leader or a specialist in your field, DRA will both challenge you and help
you grow.
Employment Opportunities: Whilst DRA is a volunteer based
organisation, opportunities for part and full-time employent are often
available. If you are looking to start or progress your career in the disaster
relief field, volunteering in DRA is the place to start.

Join the DRA Tribe
today and help your
fellow Australians
during their worst
hour.

membership@disasterreliefaus.org
disasterreliefaus.org/volunteer
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